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Editorial: Principles, Survival, and Apologies
The Heights will be on campus next year. It will
continue to run ads for women's services, if submitted.
It will not, however, be allowed to run ads for abortion:
There are, no doub;, many people who will view this
as a perfectly reasonable settlement, made in the best
interests of both parties and the BC community.
But there are also many others who will say that
The Heights sold its principles for a 20' X 30' space in
McElroy. There is some measure of truth in such an
accusation, and to these people we must apologize.
The decision to trade advertising policy for office
space was a painful one to have to face one which, for
the majority of the Editorial Board, was humiliating
to accept. There is a bitter taste in our mouths, and
bitter feelings which go far deeper.
The Heights agreed to censorship because it was the
only way to survive. In the fall of 1971 The Heights
was denied campus office space. For a year it operated
out of the UGBC office and the editors' living
quarters. A year later, desperate for writers, The
Heights dropped a $40,000 lawsuit against the university in exchange for McElroy 113. If Boston College
was located in the city, moving off campus might just
mean moving into the building across the street. In
Chestnut Hill off campus means either the UGBC
office or Cleveland Circle, alternatives which both
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III-conceived Action
To the Editor:
During the years of the Vietnam War,
Boston College declined to express opposition
to immoral, indeed murderous, American
policies primarily on the grounds that to take
institutional positions on issues of public
morality would compromise academic objectivity. Boston College has now changed its
mind and exercised its right to take an.
institutional position on the issue ofabortion.
While we disagree with that position, we
respect its moral premises. It is not the
announcement of an institutional moral position, as much as the dc facto eviction of The
Heights for failure to adopt a similar position
which raises serious educational, legal and
philosophical questions.
There is little doubt that if Boston College
were a public university its conduct would be
prohibited by the First Amendment protections of free speech and free press. Legal
authority is ample that the University of
Massachusetts could not constitutionally terminate a lease of a student newspaper based
upon its institutional disagreement with the
substance of the newspaper's editorial
policies. Boston College apparently argues,
with substantial (though not definitive) legal
authority to support it, that it is not bound by
constitutional standards. It would seem to us
ironic, perhaps hypocritical, that whateverits
legal status, the University which contends
for its eligibility for public funds from the
state and federal government, is unwilling to
accept a concomitant responsibility to abide
by the standards which the Constitution
imposes on public institutions.
Moreover, in relying upon its "Catholic
tradition" to justify its conduct, the College
may be establishing an adequate legal
justification, but making it more difficult in
the future for it to persuade a court or
legislature confronting the question, that its
attempted receipt of public assistance does
not violate the Establishment Clause of the
First Amendment, which mandates a separation between church and state. The Supreme
Court has in the past examined aid to
religious affiliated institutions under standards which include the degree to which
religious dogma establishes limits on the

experience and common sense indicate would result in
a precipitous weakening in the paper's structure, if not
in its eventual death.
There are a number of issues we could dwell upon
extensively in the lines below. There was the absurdity
of Vice President Kevin Duffy's statement that, in
supporting Medicaid abortion funding in the Senate.
Edward Kennedy was not placing his legal obligation
to represent all of his constituents above his avowed
moral opposition to abortion, he was merely
"separating the two." Probably only Mr. Duffy knows
what this means, but somehow this explains why
Senator Kennedy's position on the Board of Trustees
is not offensive to BC's Catholic tradition, while The
Heights' position in McElroy 113 was unpardonable.
And then there was Mr. Duffy's "optimism as an
educator .(which has) prompted me to believe that
somehow we can reach a mutually acceptable agreement." The Heights proposed a disclaimer, separating
The Heights from Boston College and further
separating its advertising policy from the endorsement
of both. It was rejected. A proposal to offer the
Chaplain's Office free equal space to present their
argument when an ad for abortion appeared met a
similar fate. A referendum which showed that most
students wanted ads for abortion to appear in The
Heights would be ignored, Duffy said. So much for
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mutually acceptable agreements.
The absurdities and inconsistencies witnessed in the
last month could furnish enough material to fill all
four pages of this abbreviated issue. But if there is one
valuable insight that can be salvaged from the shambles of April, it is this: that we are now fully aware of
the depths of paternalistic arrogance President
Monan's administration is capable of descending to.
The administrative decisions of the past few weeks
have not been those of Kevin Duffy, but have been
handed down by Father Monan. As with many of
Monan's decisions (those on tenure, for instance), they
are expected to be swallowed calmly and forgotten.
Father knows best. Unfortunately,the net result of all
the behind-the-scenes judgements and of the president
in Botolph House who has no idea of how students and
faculty really think and feel (oi if he does, doesn't
care), leaves Boston College closer resembling a
Catholic grammarschool than an institution of higher
learning.
The bitterness we feel will be a long time fading. We
feel we have let down the many who volunteered their
time and their thoughts, including those whose letters
appear below. To these people we again send out
thanks and our apologies. We will be back in
September.

READER'S
FORUM

secular functions of the institutions.
Educationally, it is difficult to justify the
University's action. To implicitly announceto
students that ideas which are a critical part of
public dialogue in the wider society must be
taken off the campus for their exposition is to
defeat the notion of the university unique for
its willingness to entertain discourse. Isn't the
University's action against The Heights consistent with its next denying a favorable room
rental to the Young Republicans who may
want to hear Senator Brooke discussing his
leadership of Senators seeking to assure
availability of Medicaid funds for abortion?
It is most regrettable that Boston College
has been able, through this action, to make
news across the country as an educational
institution penalizing a free student press with
whose editorial policies it disagrees. We hope
that the University administration will reconsider its ill-conceived action.
Very truly yours,
Leonard P. Strickman
Arthur L. Berney
Professors of Constitutional Law
Boston College Law School

Inconsistency
Rev. J. Donald Monan, S.J.
President
Fr. Monan:
This letter is written to express my great
displeasure with the administration's decision
not to renew the Heights' lease for McElroy
113. I feel strongly that the issue here is free
press, not abortion; as evidenced by BC's
failure to similarly censure Senator Kennedy,
the Women's Resource Center, the BC
Bookstore, the School of Nursing, etc.
Neither has the University seen fit to ask the
Globe, Herald, and Times, or the Phoenix or
Real Paper to cease selling their "offensive"
newspapexs on Boston College grounds.

Obviously, action against any or all of these
groups would be absurd. I suggest them only
to demonstrate the inconsistency in the
University's claim.
To remove all suggestion of concepts and
lifestyles contrary to Jesuit moral philosophy
would be to diametriclaly oppose the ideal of

an open forum for learning. In order for an
individual to choose, he must have a diversity
to choose among. Shall we end the teaching of
Nietzsch, Freud and Marx? Should the Marat
Sade be removed from the shelves of the
library? Or, perhaps, the Canterbury Tales
dropped from thecurriculum? This is the core
of the question, sir. To anyone who considers
the case carefully, it appears that the
administrationis using the issue of abortion
to remove an uncomfortablyfrank critic from
ready access to its audience. While 1 may not
always agree with or approve of the Heights'
taste or its content, I have to agree with our
founding fathers. I believe it was Thomas
Jefferson who said "Were it left to me to
decide whether we should have a government
without newspapers or newspapers without a
government, I should not hesitate a moment
to prefer the latter."
Respectfully,
Sally Dunbar, A&S '81

Are You Listening?
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To the Editor:
In my thesaurus I looked up "frustrating."
I needed a more intense word to use in talking
about BC. It didn't list any words accurate
enough.

Initially, this letter was to be a response to
the article about damages
but I found
myself referring to other issues, and I began
to see that there is a high degree of interrelation among several current problems at BC;
so if it seems that I get off the track in writing
about damages, please bear with me.

All the words written about BC vandalism
do not get to the point. Security is not the
issue, and alchohol abuse is not the issue,
although both are related to damages. It
seems to me that the real issue is frustration.
Examples of it are so prevalent that we take it
for granted as a condition of BC life. I contend that the physical damaged wrought on
BC are a direct response by students to an
administration that allows and even chooses
policies that tend to increase the frustration.
Where does our money go? Why do we
have to put up with inadequate bus service,
weak security measures, an antiquated
library, professors who make a mockery of
"liberal" education, intentional resident
overcrowding (resulting in a lack of study and
lounge areas), and everywhere, the endless
I could go on, but we all hear it every
line
day.
Where does our money go? We found out
during the tuition strike where some of it is
going ("No more Volvos!"). The Heights
played an important part during that period
in uniting the students in an effort to showthe
administration that it does not completely
control the student body. Now The Heights is
being forced off campus. Is there a correlation here?
I can't say we will only be pushed so far -1
don't believe it. We will yield again and again.
As undergrads, we are here four years at
most, and the time between becoming aware
and ceasing to care is very short. The number
of people who see clearly and care enough to
actively resist administrative manipulation,
through approved, student-government
channels, is very small. With the major source
of pertinent information banished from
campus (for whatever reason), what effective
resistance to administrativepoliciesis left will
surely die.
Oh yeah
damages. If the administration
continues to ignore student needs and also
eliminates our means to protest this disregard, I feel that ultimatelyit can only blame
itslef for much of BC's vandalism.
Father H., forgive my drunken, drugaddled, frustrated, and 10% violent resientstudent contemporaries. They are trying to
tell you something. Are you listening?
Sincerely,
Beth McCord
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The Little Paper That Shouldn't
on club rules most of the time. 1 want you to
take out Mrs. Nice's ad, or we will keep you
after school every day next year."
The kids were angry also. How dare he?
Besides, lots of their friends went to Mrs.
Nice's for gum. In fact, there was gum under
lots of the desk tops at school.
"They won't tell us what to put in our
newsletter," said the newsletter'schief. "We
have to maintain a free and independent
newsletter." And so, they called all the
junior and senior high school newspapers to
tell about this mean act.
Well, every school in the district sent
someone over to interview The Blights' staff.
Things looked great - other kids were even
signing petitions - until Vice-Principal
Stuffy turned down the newletter's com-

nrpon a time,
there lived a man in a far away land.
This man was the head of a huge club, so all
of the club members called him "Mister
Pope". Mr. Pope was a nice old man who
made lots of rules for his club members,
which he based on their rule book, The
Good Book.
One day, Mr. Pope sent a message out to
every clubhouse in the world. It said, "No
club membershall chew bubble gum. Gum is
sacred, and to chew it would be to violate
it."

And so, the message was received in a
clubhouse on the otherside of the world.

promises.

where some of the local club officials ran a
grade school, which was called Babeltown
Education Center. Normally called "BEC",
it wasn't really an education center, nor was
it really in Babeltown.The groupof officials
who ran BEC had their own little group
within the club, and they called themselves
Marionits, after the club founder, Marion.
At BEC, some of the kids were putting
out a newsletter, which told everything about
the school. They had even helped the Student Council fight to keep the milk price
down to $.08, but they lost and had to settle
for $. 10 and extra straws.
In this newsletter, which was called The
Blights, there was an advertisement for Mrs.
Nice's Warm & Friendly Candy Store. Mrs.
Nice's store sold bubble gum, and it said so
in the ad. Well, the head Marionit got mad.
He got the Vice-Principal, Mr. Stuffy, to
talk to The Blights' workers.
"Now, boys and girls," he began. "You
know that this school is based and operated

Heights Takes Action

BC Gets The Boot
by Regnad Kcin

In an unprecedented move, The Heights
has acted to throw BC off campus, just
hours before the University's lease with the
newspaper would have been renewed
automatically.
Editor-in-Chief Paul McPartland notified
Vice President for Student Affairs Kevin
Duffy of the action Sunday afternoon. "BC
has got to respect the traditions upon which
The Heights is founded," McPartland
stated. "We've been receiving complaints
from ex-editors and staffers that BC's
activities offend them."
Needless to say, Vice President Duffy was
dismayed. "This is a serious blow to the
University," he said. "With the Newton
zoning laws the way they are, we'll probably
have to move the whole school down to
Cleveland Circle. Even if kids do go all the
way down there, they'll wind up going to
Chips or Mary Ann's first."
Duffy was asked whether or not he and
BC plan to fight their being kicked off
campus: "Yes we do most certainly. We see
this as an outrageous abridgement of our
right to run a free and independent university on campus. We cannot have The
Heights dictating university policy to us if
we wish to continue running this school."
The issue, McPartland stated, was not
one of freedom of expression at all. "We are
not in any way, shape or form attempting to
tell BC what to do. However, if they choose
not to respect the cherished values of The
Heights, we will choose not to renew their
lease for next year. It is a simple

situation, although BC is an
integral part of The Heights community."
BC is not planning to take this move
sitting down, however, and Duffy told us
some of his plans. "Naturally, I have been in
consultaiton with Father Monan, and he has
suggested petitioning all of the area clergy
for support. We would like to be able to get
some of The Heights people on our side also.
I don't believe that the Editorial Board's
views are necessarily those of the entire
Heights community. In addition, we plan a
massive media blitz and a possible Jesuit
demonstrationif negotiationsfall through."
Both parties have expressed interest in
reaching a mutually acceptable solution to
the problem. However, neither side seems
willing to budge at this time.
"We cannot allow a University remain
associated with us that is diametrically
opposed to our basic values. We will not
compromise those values," Editor
McPartland said.
Vice President Duffy reasserted the
University's position, saying "We would
prefer to move from this Chestnut Hill location rather than have The Heights dictate
policy to us."
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"1 don't want to see the word bubble
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gum," he said.
The kids were crushed. What could they

Barking Up The Right Trio

.

by Kevin R. Sharp

.

.And then there were three is the latest
release from Genesis on Atlantic Records
(Atlantic SD 19173), and a good one it is.
Over all, this album seems to be going back
to the "old" Genesis we all knew and loved,
with soaring, almost mystical keyboards,
the driving, incredibly precise and, most
important, musical percussion, and enough
guitar to keep it all together, and well. The
vocals are as Genesis as everhigh, slightly
overpowered by the music, and sometimes
sounding strained, but they're good anyway.
So then, this is just another Genesis
release, right? Wrong.
And then there
were three was named in honor(?) of the
group itself which, having now joined the
ranks of Triumvirat and ELP, among
others, is a trio. Consisting of three of the
original Genesis members, Tony Banks on
keyboards, Philip Collins on percussion,
and Mike Rutherford on guitars and basses,
Genesis is still producing the tight, intricate,
and even majestical numbers it once did,
bringing their album The Lamb Lies Down
on Broadway to mind. There is a great deal
of overdubbing by band members, which
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do? There were only dark skies ahead for
them.
"I can't stay after school - I have baseball
practice," said one.
"Yea, and it will be real tough getting
kids to help us out if we can't start until 5:30
every day. I'm in bed by 7:00" said another.
"All right," someone proposed. "Let's
not mention the word bubble gum, and we
won't have to stay after school."
"But what about the values of a free and
independent newsletter we all cherished so
dearly last week?" asked an obviously naive
staffer.
"What about it? Get real no one wants
to stay after school at the expense of one silly word," came the reply.
With that, they went off to Vice-Principal
Stuffy, who said that their proposal was
fine, and that they wouldn't have to stay
after school next year.
And they lived happily ever after, hopefully with extremely guilty consciences.
by Don Nathan
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might prove to be a liability in concert.

There is, however, a distressing quality
about the album?the longest track is 7:07,
not the usual Genesis at all, considering
their more usual two or three track per side
past. Also, with this in mind, it seems that
"Deep in the Motherlode," a driving piece
about a lad who was forced to go West by
family pressure, and "Scenes from a Night's
Dream," about a little Nemo who dreams a
lot, both are geared for a WVBF type of
radio play. Indeed, distressing! Hopefully
this isn't any indication of Genesis'
departing from what they do best playing
good, honest, and deep music - and getting
into what everyone else is trying to get into
these days staggering record sales,
otherwise known as big bucks.

-

From a relatively obscure beginning, with
records sold in the $1.98 bin at discount
stores just to get rid of them, to Seconds
Out, a smashing double live album recorded
in Paris, Genesis has become a major group
with a large and dedicated folowing. Let's
hope that And then there were three is not an
indicationthat Genesis is going commercial!
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There will be an
organizational meeting
for the 78-79 Heights
Revue on July 4
at 7:30 at the base of
the Washington

Monument.
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In last Monday's New
England Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament, Boston College's
own John McCann found his
way to the top and won the New
England Golf title.
The junior golfer from
Wellsley Hills, Mass, sunk a fifteen foot putt on the last hole
to win the competition with a
score of 77-74-151. As a team
the Eagles finished eighth out of
thirty-five teams, an excellent
performance considering the
quality of the schools in this
competition. Head coach and
assistant athletic director Eddie
Carroll attributes the team's
success in the New Englands to
the "great deal of time" that his
squad puts in.
As a whole, this year's team
consists of thirteen members
with senior Gerard Redmond as

HeightsSports

captain. Earlier in the year the
Eagles traveled down to Cape
Cod for their preseason
workouts. The warm-up helped
tremendously but it wasn't
enough to keep the Eagles from
finiishing with a 4-8 record on
the year. This is a rebuilding
year however, and with an
eighth place finish in the New
Englands this year, there is no
telling what can happen next
spring.
Today (Monday), the Eagles
are participating in the Greater
Boston Golf championship. BC
has come away with this title for
the last two years in a row. BC
will be facing tough competition
in this tourney from BU, MIT,
Northeastern, Tufts, and
Brandeis.
The spring season goes into
the beginning of May. The
Eagles are scheduled to compete

in the Division 1 qualifying
round of the NCAA tournament
on May 3. When most BC students are cramming for exams,
the golf team will find time for
both their finals and the
NCAAs, and with a little luck
the Eagles could give us a good
showing in the national tournament.

Women's Golf

On April 20th, BC's Women's
Golf team captured the first
Massachusetts Women's Intercollegiate Golf tournament title
held at the Stow Acres Country
Club. BC's team consisted
Liz
entirely of sophomores
Bronsan, Betsy McCoy,
Kathleen Cooper, and Cathy
Doonan. This year's group is
BC's first to be represented as a
team in college level tournaments. To rate as a "team" in
college matches, there must be
four members from a school. In
the Massachusetts Golf tournament, there was only one other
school fully represented besides
Boston College and that was
UMass. The other colleges had
a scattering of one or two
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women competing. They are
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by Bob Holmes
It was simply a battle for
baseball supremacy in the East.
Brandeis, rated

#2 in division
three play and sporting a 12-1
record against the leaders of the
ECAC, Boston College. When
the clouds finally parted and the
last out was recorded the
scoreboard painfully read
Brandeis 6, Boston College 2.
With George Rivanas on the
mound for the Eagles, the
shivering BC fans were
expecting a win. It was not to
come today though as Brandeis
played exceptional ball and rode
three two run innings to victory.
As BC coach Ed Pellagrini said
afterwards, "They were a better
ball club than us today."
The visitors touched Rivanas
for two runs in the top of the
third inning. A bloop single to
right center started the inning
out.
Rivanas seemed
unconcerned as he struck the
next batter out. After that a
walk, and a fielder's choice left
runners at first and third with
two outs. Brandeis was able to
come up with the big hit here as
first a single and then a double
brought home two runs and early Brandeis lead, 2-0.
The Eagles gave up two more
in the eighth, but they countered
with a Joe O'Brien homerun and
three singles that drove in
another run to cut the margin to
4-2 going into the ninth. Instead
of the Eagles picking up two
more runs it was Brandeis that

added to their margin, and won the plate. With men on first and
second, MacDonald got the first
6-2.
Coach Pellagrini was of his four RBl's with a sharp
philosophical about his teams single to right-center. Stewart
loss. He stated that "You can't then drove in the second BC run
win if you don't score runs." All of the inning with a long
Brandeis did today was "outplay sacrifice fly.
Boston College kept the
us".
The very next day the Eagles pressure on the rest of the
took their frustrations out on an cloudy afternoon as they score
outmanned Northeastern squad three more in the third, two in
and pounded the Terriers 12-4. the fourth, four in the fifth, and
The Eagles broke away early in finally one in the ninth. The win
this one and with Kevin Mac- raised starting pitcher Bob
Donald (.318) and Greg Stewart Meara's record to 3-1 on the
(.393) each driving in four runs, season.
The Eagles at home today
BC (11-4) would never look
Harvard at 4:00, and
against
back.
they
then
are off until a Sunday
first,
opened
with
In the
BC
against Dartdoubleheader
walks
as
the
consecutive
NU's
Mike Brono had trouble finding mouth.

LWomen's acrosse

End Winning Season
Boston College Women's Lacrosse finished the 1978 season, its first as
a varsity sport, with a 5-3 record. The season drew to a close last week
with a 9-3 win over Wellesley on Tuesday under the lights at Alumni
Field, but the Eagles finale was a loss to Boston University in a close
game- 9-7 -Friday afternoon at Boston College.
The season opened April 6 with a BC win over Pine Manor, 10-9. In
the short season Boston Collegealso defeated Harvard, Tufts, Brown and
the Wellesley team previously mentioned. The Eagles suffered through
losses against Holy Cross, Wheaton and 8.U., all outstanding teams.
Under the coaching of Ms. Cathy Henderson, 25 women reported for
practice in March while there was still much snow on the ground. Early
practices were held in Roberts Center.
Captained by Tammy Thompson, Cathy Devore and Siobhan
Campell, the BC team gave its faithful fans many exciting moments during the winning season. The thrilling break-a-ways of Tammy
Thompson, the skillful stickwork of Nancy Hall, the courageous goal
tending of M.C. Green and Kathy Reynolds stand out in memory, and
are harbingers of future success.

called "scrats", because they
play as individuals and without
handicaps. Although the Eagles
did not have a great deal of competition in this match, Coach
Bobbi Carson states that, "We
beat the available competition
and rather significantly."
Last year for the first time
Holyoke hosted a college level
women's golf match, and since
then only a few other matches
have come about. The biggest
problem facing the BC women's
golf team is the inability to find
the teams to compete with.
Coach Carson states that
women's golf is "just getting
underway" in colleges, and time
is needed to get this program
rolling. Carson is hoping that
the New England tournaments
are scheduled for the fall season
next year. For the Eagles, spring
season is cut short because
Boston College ends its school
year early in May, while other
schools continue on for most
of the month. Winning the
Massachusetts Intercollegiate
Golf tourney is just the stepping
stone the Maroon needed for
this new and building golf team.

Palazola Brilliant In Spring
Football Game
Maroon Routs White 41-17
by Bob Holmes

Dan Conway picked up 33 yards
Silencing any and all critics of his and even threw a 53-yard scoring
passing ability, junior quarterback pass to Jack O'Brien. O'Brien
Jay Palazola completed 15 of 28
would go on to catch two more
passes for 277 yards and two TDs in touchdown passes in what was a
the annual spring game held last very impressive performance for
Saturday.
him.
In short, Palazola was brilliant.
Defensively, the Eagles looked
As director of the Maroon team he very tough. The white offense was
lead the offense to a total output of no problem at all for BC. Fred
501 yards, and a 41-17 victory over Smerlas had an excellent game on
the White second team. Granted the the line. As Chlebek noted
defense he was working against was afterwards, "They adapted to the
not the type he will see come defense very well. It suits our perSeptember, Palazola still was
sonnel. You noticed more people
pleased with his performance. "I'm. around the football." Fred Smerlas
happy with the spring as a whole," is the leader of the defense. "He's
said Palazola. "It's the best spring playing more aggressively," said
I've ever been through. The coach Chlebek.
stuck with me the whole spring.
Next year could be a year like no
This is the easiest offense I've ever other year at the Heights. Offensivehad. It's geared for me on run-pass ly, BC should have no'trouble
situations."
putting points on the scoreboard.
Head coach Ed Chlebek also had Defensively, there could be a few
praise for his QB. "He's come a problems. As Chlebek observed,
long, long way," said Chlebek. "He "We need more depth. We had to
didn't play that much last year. This movesome people to defense."
is the second game he's started. He
On the basis of the spring game,
made a few mistakes, but they're the Eagles should be very successful
very correctable. He's also a little next season. What "very successful"
more under control. He has some translates to record-wise no one will
direction."
know until December.
Palazola was not the only one to
impress the 4,000 in attendance.
Mike Curry ran for 75 yards, and
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SUMMER LIFEGUARDS NEEDED #
For Sports Complex Pool
$
-Must Be Work-Study Qualified-

& Contact Bobbi Carson in RecPlex Office
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STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
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students wanted

Organizational Meeting

Part time-Morningsonly

For UGBC Orientation

Accepting applications for Student Reps.

to deliver the Morning and Sunday Globe
in their dorm s on cam pus this fall.
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office or call Chris 254-1972 or
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to attend.
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Mountaineering is the science and art of drinking Busch.The term originates due to the snowy, icy peaks sported
by the label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste inside, (cf. lessons 1.2and 3.)
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Don't just reach for a beer.
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Head for the mountains.
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